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Introduction :

This project aims to adapt the implementation of a perceptron to use it with a

FPGA card. The basic idea of the project is to code a perceptron in python using
the module Nmigen, which allows a transfer to the FPGA card.

● Goal of the project :

The goal of this project is to continue the work that was done from last year’s
group, our goal was to create a multi layer perceptron and to adapt it in Nmigen so
that we could recognize a specific feature from a picture after training the multi layer
perceptron on a data set of pictures. To achieve this goal, we divided our work in 3
parts, implementing a python version of the perceptron, then converting it to make
it usable on the FPGA card and finally we needed to send bytes of a picture to
analyse it on the FPGA.

● Basis of the Perceptron :

The perceptron is a basic learning algorithm which uses a matrix of weight
and calculates a linear combination of the weights and the entry data to obtain the
result (represented in the picture below). The weights will be changed and improved
through a training phase. This basic approach makes it possible to solve problems
that can be linearly separated in 2 classes.
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Tools :

Concerning the tools used, as discussed previously, this project was done in
python using a specific module Nmigen.

● Nmigen and FPGA :

The FPGA is a Field Programmable Gate Array that is to say an integrated
circuit that can be configured by a programmer. The FPGA contains an array of
programmable logic blocks. Usually hardware description languages are used to
configure those cards. In our case we will use Nmigen which is a python module to
transform python code into configuration code for the FPGA.

Nmigen is a module used to convert python code into configuration code
that can be interpreted by the FPGA. In Nmigen, you can find Signals which
represents the variable in Python. As it is used for logic networks, the signals are
coded on a certain number of bytes to represent their value and to allow logic
operations between them.

One of the main things to watch for at first when trying to change a python
code by using nmigen is the representation of floats. It is easy to represent ints in
nmigen using the binary numeral system but for the perceptron the weights that are
used are floats because the ajustements that need to be made to improve the
weights car be very slight.

In order to solve the problem of the representation of floats we decided to
make a shift of 16 bits when representing a flow so that it would correspond to a big
int instead of a float.

For example : 0,8 would be represented by 0,8*2¹⁶ = 52 428 so the float 0,8 would
be represented on a 32 bits Signal with the value 52 428.

This representation makes addition and subtraction easy to do since adding two
float would be exactly like adding the two ints they correspond to and then dividing
back by 2¹⁶ to come back to the float value.

When it comes to making the product of two floats, there is an important caution to
take. The product of two floats, this product will actually create a result of 64 bits
instead of the 32 bits that we have for each of the floats. This forces the
programmer to create an intermediate table containing Signal of size 64 bits. It also
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means that to come back to the float value, you would need to divide by 2³² and
not 2¹⁶.

● Gtkwave :

Gtkwave is a tool used to get a visual representation of the simulation
created with nmigen. This is useful to visualise the different variables of a program.
This was also a way of testing our programs when we still had issues with
communicating with the FPGA.

This is a capture of one example of the use of Gtkwave on one of our first programs
to test the programmation in Nmigen and Gtkwave :

The Gtkwave window offers you the opportunity to visualise the value of each bit of
a Signal on the left and you have a representation over time of the evolution of the
value of each bit. In this example, the Signal count represents a counter which is
growing by one on each tick.
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We faced an issue when using Gtkwave on our Nmigen program, we were not able
to visualise the value of an array of signals. When trying to visualize an Array of
Signals, only the value of one of the Signals of the array was displayed on the
screen. This was a major issue for using Gtkwave because we couldn’t visualise our
arrays of weights in our multi layer perceptron. Unfortunately we didn’t find a
solution to manage this problem (the only solution would be to represent an array
by a Signal for each value needed, but it is not a satisfying solution as it would mean
creating a huge amount of Signals which would be too complex to handle during
the matrix operations.

● Pyserial :

The pyserial module offers a way of coding a UART connection between the
FPGA and the computer (note that this module is not specific to the FPGA, it can be
used with a lot of other technologies like Arduino and for any UART connections).
An UART connection is an asynchronous receiver/transmitter connection. In our
case, we will have the computer as the transmitter and the FPGA as the receiver.  In
order to know more about it, we looked at the example uart.py to learn how it was
used in combination with Nmigen.

Our major problem was to understand how to include it with nmigen and
how to use it in general, we didn’t find a way to use it effectively and we ran out of
time with problems we were facing when trying to use the Nmigen program on the
FPGA (those are discussed in more details in the following part).
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Multilayer Perceptron in python :

The multilayer perceptron implemented during this project can only handle one
hidden layer. In order to represent it, the following elements are required :

- A matrix containing the weights between the inputs and the hidden layer
- A matrix containing the biases between the inputs and the hidden layer
- A matrix containing the weights between the hidden layer and the outputs
- A matrix containing the biases between the hidden layer and the outputs
- A learning rate

Two methods are available. The first one, “Feedforward”, takes inputs and returns
the outputs after going through the perceptron. The second one,
“Backpropagation”, takes inputs and expected outputs to modify the weights and
the biases of the perceptron .

● Nmigen version :
To convert the code to nmigen, we used arrays of signals of 32 bits to replace the
array of weights we had in python (we used a shift of 16 bits for the floats we had in
those arrays). We also worked in the synchronous domain to be able to make
operations over time so that we could make a simulation afterwards.

An important thing to keep in mind is that the FPGA has a low limit of
memory meaning that we cannot use it for the training phase. So we had to do the
training through the python code on the computer and then once the program was
trained, we just had to put on the FPGA to test different inputs on the FPGA. To
achieve this we implemented a sample of code which is creating a document in
which we save the information of the training, that is to say the weight matrices and
the number of rows and columns in each of those matrices. This document is then
read in our nmigen program to load the matrices in our program.

● Test on simulation :
As a first attempt to see if our code was working we created a simulation and
visualised it with gtkwave. We added the code sample to create a simulation.
Looking at the simulation highlighted a major issue : simulations displayed through
gtkwave do not show arrays of Signals. We tried to search if this problem came from
gtkwave that was not supporting arrays or if it was due to arrays of signals not being
supported in Nmigen. We tried searching for solutions in documents about nmigen
but nothing was mentioning the arrays. This is a major issue since a multilayer
perceptron works exclusively with matrices, and not being able to see the values of
the results is limiting our debugging potential. So we decided to try it on the FPGA
to see if we could have a better result with the FPGA.
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● Test on FPGA :
We launched our program on the FPGA adding the corresponding pieces of code
to manage the leds and to check if our output was correct or not. We faced our
second major issue. The output given by the FPGA was not the intended output.
The comparison we were using to decide which led to light up was always giving
the same result. This could come from either a problem with the way the output
value was calculated, maybe the matrix product that was done wasn’t giving the
correct result. The other possibility could be the comparison is not handled correctly
as we wrote it in nmigen (it seems less of an option because those types of
comparison seemed to be allowed in the nmigen documentation). A last possibility
could be that array of signals are not properly handled by nmigen, but we did not
find ressources saying so.
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Documentation for next years :

● Nmigen Guide
To begin this type of project, a tutorial of the different tools and how to use

them can be very useful. Considering that this project may be continued by the next
students, we decided to do this kind of tutorial. You can find the “tuto_nmigen.md”
in our docs working repository.

In our tutorial we mostly wanted to write down the different points that took
time and for which we had to make thorough research.

We first explained how we did all the necessary installation and copied the
interesting links to complete the installation of Nmigen and of the different tools
needed to interact with the FPGA card.

The transition from a simple python program to a program using Nmigen is
quite complex to understand. That’s why we talked about the transition from
variables to constants and signals for Nmigen, and also the transition from Python
modules to Nmigen modules.

The tutorial also includes an explanation of the Nmigen simulation through
Gtkwave. We finished the tutorial with a part for the activation and manipulation of
the FPGA leds with a simple example to help the future users know how to turn a
specific led on and how to change the leds state during the program’s run.

● Description of the Git
The code git repository of our project is organized in different parts. We also

decided to keep the folder of the previous project because it helped us during the
project and because it can be helpful for the next students to have all the previous
versions of the project.

mlp.py : At the root of the repository you can find the mlp.py file which is the
multilayer perceptron written in python and that doesn't use Nmigen. This
perceptron is only used for the training. In fact it is used to save the trained weights
of the perceptron in a file “trained_weights.txt” that will be used to load a
pre-trained perceptron on the FPGA.

into the nmigen_simulation folder :
test_compteur.py : This program is the first attempt at using the Nmigen

simulation and the visualisation of the values. It implements a simple counter that is
resetting itself when reaching 42.
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mlp_nmigen.py : This is a version of the final perceptron using the Nmigen
simulation and that we used to try to visualize the values to see if they are correct. It
is not fully functional as it does not display arrays of signals.

into the fpga_execution folder :
simple_led_lightUp.py : This program is an example to show how to use the

FPGA leds by initiating the lights vector and simply make one of them turn on.
leds_tuto_of_use.py : Here we have a little more complexe use of the FPGA

leds with a timer to let them blink as wanted.
mlp_fpga.py : This is the final version of the perceptron which loads its

trained weights and is then loaded into the fpga with it’s entry as a parameter. The
output of the perceptron is displayed thanks to the FPGA leds. It is not fully
functional as the outputs are different from the ones given by the Python version.

We also have a folder “build” and a folder “nmigen_boards” which are
needed for the compilation.
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Conclusion :

● Work in progress :

Our work stopped without reaching our goal. We went through some
important milestones such as the implementation of a working multi-layer
perceptron in python, the interaction with the FPGA with making leds works, the use
of the simulator and the visualisation with Gtkwave. Though we faced some
problems which limited our progress and forced us to stop without achieving all our
goals. The two major goals we didn’t achieve were to make the program correctly
work on the FPGA, currently the result we obtain on the FPGA is not satisfying, and
using pyserial to be able to send a picture to the FPGA to get the result of the
analysis of the picture through the FPGA, which we didn’t manage to make working.

This project was interesting but we lost a lot of time with some issues during
the installations of the different tools and we were more interested in the deep
learning aspect of the project so we favored this aspect at the beginning. To
compensate for the problems we had with this install we took time to make a
documentation for next years’ students.

For a future project, we would need to manage our time better to avoid the
time loss from the different problems encountered.

Overall it was an interesting subject, we learnt more about the FPGA which is
a technology that we did not know much about at the beginning of this project.
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